TruLabs Solution Brief

Florence: Integration
For companies with robust Data Science Teams. Work with
TruQua’s Experts to Seamlessly Integrate Machine Learning into
Core Business Systems
The Challenge

Streamlined
Easily deploy Machine Learning
applications on existing systems ECC, BW, HANA, Cloud Solutions,
and more

Integrated
Simplified deployment process
encourages constant collaboration
and feedback between data
scientists and business analysts,
facilitating the rapid iterative
development necessary for ML

Rapid
Florence is designed to integrate
seamlessly with your existing
systems and processes. Harnessing
the power of Machine Learning
without disrupting landscape or
process.

Even after identifying a specific business process and creating a tailored
machine learning model to that opportunity, companies face huge
logistical challenges to utilize that model. In addition to the technical
hurdles, there are significant change management impacts that must be
addressed. Florence significantly streamlines the deployment and
integration of the model so that the business can reap the benefits of
Machine Learning immediately, without disrupting key processes.

The Solution

TruQua’s offering helps customers implement their Machine Learning
model in a matter of 2 weeks.
Utilizing Florence by TruLabs, customers can now take advantage of a
simplified deployment process that encourages constant collaboration and
feedback between data scientists and business analysts enabling more
rapid and iterative model development. Florence takes ML beyond limited
analysis on past data and incorporates ML directly into core business
processes

The Process
•

•

Implementation-ready models are deployed into Florence to integrate
with business data from source systems
Florence automatically provisions the Machine Learning server and
generates the necessary connection points. Florence provides pregenerated code snippets to connect to your model via ABAP, HANAXS
and Fiori

Contact TruQua Today to Take the First Step
Work with TruQua’s team of data scientists to create and deploy Machine Learning models that are custom to
your business and integrated with existing business systems. A full license for Florence will be provided, free of
charge, during the project phases and extending two weeks past the engagement for initial customer testing.
Project phases for a Florence deployment include:
Week 1: System setup, Model Load
into Florence and Integration
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Week 2: Integration Testing and Validation
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